Thursday-Pigeon

1. Morning Work-Write your first and last name today. Choose what to write with-crayon, marker, color pencil or pencil.

2. Read your favorite Pigeon Books. Here is a link if you do no have one. 
   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pJ4NeqLcLMg

3. Pigeon Play-Please do one or two of the following activities and then post pictures to SeeSaw
   A. Letters & Sounds-Duckling Gets a Cookie-Make letter cookies. Use the cookie letters or brown circles and then either draw chocolate chips or use real chocolate chips to make letters. Can you make your name in cookies? Can you make small words?
   B. Math-Pigeon Count-Get counting pieces (for example links, pebbles, pom poms). Drop pieces on the picture of Pigeon (Resource). Count how many pieces on Pigeon. Take turns dropping and counting.
   C. Gross Motor- Pigeon likes to hide in Elephant & Piggie books. Hide a Pigeon with a family member. Take turns hiding and finding the Pigeon.
   D. Fine Motor-Draw Pigeon with Mo Willems.
      (He start drawing Pigeon around 16:20)
      https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=10&v=RmzjCPQv3y8&feature=emb_logo
   E. Art- Make Pigeon Puppets
   F. Snack-Make Pigeon on the Bus snack. (See Recipe)
   G. Dramatic Play-Act out one of the Pigeon stories.
   H. Art-The Pigeon Needs a Bath- Make a Pigeon that flips from dirty to clean. First color the resource, then cut out, and finally put with a paper plate.

4. Calendar
   A. Sing Months of the Year-https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5enDRrWyXaw
   B. Sing Days of the Week-https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oKqAblcwFOA
   C. Count Days and continue pattern.
   D. Count to 100 with Jack Hartmann. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1dkPw1WCyc
   E. Count to 100 by 5 and 10.

5. We have Gym today. Go to Coach Red’s page to see her plan.
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